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UK Climate Change Risk Assessment Evidence Report – Advisory 
Group - Minute 
 
Wednesday 28th May, 2014 
 
Attendees 
Lord Krebs (Chair)- ASC 
Sir Graham Wynne- ASC 
Daniel Johns- ASC 
Lola Vallejo- ASC 
Colin Church- Defra 
Zebedee Nii-Naate- Defra 
Jon Elliot- Defra 
Tony Grayling- Environment Agency Climate 
Ready Programme 

 
Michael McCallion- Department of the 
Environment, Northern Ireland (by phone) 
Lucy Corfield - Welsh Government (by phone) 
Sasha Leigh- NERC (by phone) 
Kathryn Humphrey- ASC (project manager) 
 
 

 
Apologies: Susan Wallace - Scottish Government 
 

1. Update on actions from the last meeting and recap of project plan. 
 
Lord Krebs confirmed that most of the actions from the last meeting had been completed.  The 
outstanding actions which still need to be taken forward are: 
ACTION 1- Devolved Administrations to clarify which risks from CCRA1 are priorities for re-analysis 
for them on the basis of analysis being limited in CCRA1. 
ACTION 2- ASC to invite people on to the chapter/cross-cutting expert groups. 
ACTION 3- ASC to consider how to show regional variation of results in the report scoring system. 
ACTION 4- ASC to produce guidance on dealing with uncertainty and attribution before chapter 
writing begins. 
 
The advisory group agreed that the project was currently running to schedule.  The following tasks 
have been completed since the last meeting: 

- Call for evidence completed. 
- Lead contributors selected. 
- NERC funding of £350K for research to support the CCRA has been confirmed. 

 
The advisory group discussed the potential future of the Living with Environmental Change 
Programme.  Kathryn noted that the ASC along with Roger Street from the UK Climate Impacts 
Programme, were setting up a sub-group of the LWEC adaptation taskforce to take forward work to 
coordinate research being undertaken on adaptation across the UK, in particular to fill evidence gaps 
identified through the CCRA.  Sasha noted that NERC were considering the funding for LWEC beyond 
2015, but that no decisions had yet been made. 
 
ACTION 5- Sasha to update the advisory group on the future of LWEC when more information is 
available. 
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2. Update from the ASC on the results from the call for evidence, and next steps on evidence 
collection and interpretation 

Kathryn summarised the response to the ASC’s call for evidence.  Over 150 papers have been 
received from around 50 separate organisations.  Coverage of chapters 3 (rural economy and natural 
environment) and 5 (people and the built environment) has been much greater than the other 
chapters.  The advisory group recommended following up with a variety of trade bodies and other 
private sector organisations to find more evidence on the risks and opportunities to business.  Sasha 
also suggested that NERC’s international network could be asked to help find further information for 
chapter 7 (global security).  The advisory group asked to see the submissions once collation has been 
completed by the ASC. 
 
ACTION 6- Kathryn to publish all responses to the call for evidence on a shared CCRA website (by 
end of June) and provide a summary of all NERC-funded research that was submitted. 
ACTION 7- ASC and Defra to follow up on identifying further papers for chapters that are lacking 
evidence currently (business, global security, cross-cutting issues). 
 

3. Update from the ASC on the selection of lead contributors for the evidence report 
 
The ASC received over 30 applications from leading academics and consultants for the lead 
contributor roles.  Of these, nine have been selected as follows: 
 
Chapter 2 (update on science, approach to risk assessments, CCRA approach)- Rachel Warren (UEA) 
Chapter 3 (rural economy and natural environment)- Iain Brown (James Hutton Institute) 
Chapter 4 (infrastructure)- Richard Dawson (Newcastle University) 
Chapter 5 (people and the built environment)- Dan Osborn (UCL) and Sari Kovats (LSHTM) 
Chapter 6 (business)- Swenja Surminski (LSE) 
Chapter 7 (global security)- Andy Challinor (Leeds) and Neil Adger (Exeter) 
Chapter 8 (cross-cutting issues)- Roger Street (UKCIP) 
 
The ASC were extremely pleased and impressed with the amount of interest in the project, 
particularly given the small sums of money involved.  The next steps will be to create small chapter 
drafting groups over the summer; produce chapter structures in the autumn in consultation with the 
advisory group, expert working group and Defra’s science advisory council; and begin chapter 
drafting before the end of 2014. 
 
ACTION 8- Kathryn to fix a date in September for all lead contributors to meet together to discuss 
the approach and timing for the CCRA, plus interactions between the chapters. 
 

4. CCRA risk register 
 
Lord Krebs introduced a draft risk register for the CCRA evidence report.  The advisory group 
provided comments on the structure and content.  In particular, the group agreed an additional 
column was needed to outline what the target level of risk was, and timescales needing adding.  The 
group discussed the risk of having significant new science emerge while the chapters were being 
written, which could render the impacts assessments contained therein out of date.  It was agreed 
to set up a meeting of selected climate scientists in the autumn to discuss what new advances in 
climate science had been made since 2012, and what implications these could have for the CCRA.  
The ASC also needed to think about other emerging evidence that could impact on the robustness of 
the CCRA. 
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ACTION 9- Kathryn to organise a session of climate scientists with the ASC for the autumn. 
ACTION 10- Kathryn to update the risk register on the basis of comments received. 
ACTION 11- Defra to share a risk register for the CCRA Government report with the advisory group. 
 

5. Update from Defra on the CCRA expert working group and Met Office contract 
 
Jon updated the advisory group on the first meeting of Defra’s CCRA expert working group, made up 
of around 20 policy officials from across central Government.  The group will help to comment on 
material emerging from the ASC, and provide a voice for their department on their evidence and 
policy needs.  All key departments are represented apart from Treasury. 
 
Jon reminded the group that the current climate change programme in the Met Office ends in 2015.  
Scoping work is being undertaken for a new programme to commence soon thereafter.  Some small 
changes to the UK Climate Projections were expected before then, to feed into the CCRA, but in 
general UKCP09 is still considered fit for purpose.  The Met Office were also putting some time aside 
to help with drafting of chapter 2 as contributing authors. 
 

6. Update from the Devolved Administrations 
 
Michael commented that getting involvement from experts in Northern Ireland for the whole report 
was proving challenging, but targeting specific people for specific chapters might work better.  Lucy 
had identified a selection of experts from the climate change commission and Welsh Government to 
input.  Susan has also sent Kathryn a list of contacts from Scotland.   
 
The group noted that the Scottish Climate Change Adaptation Plan was being published on 29th May. 
 
ACTION 12- Michael and Lucy to send a list of names to Kathryn once confirmed. 
 

7. Update on research budget and potential projects 
 
The advisory group thanked NERC for their interest in the CCRA and contribution of £350K towards 
translational research to inform the assessment.  Sasha confirmed that NERC were flexible on the 
end dates for the projects as long as the money had been transferred to the ASC before March 2015. 
 
The ASC have scoped out four potential projects, using the following criteria: 

- Relevant to NERC’s remit and can make use of NERC data/research outputs 
- Research will fill gaps in knowledge identified from the 2012 CCRA. 
- Research will produce useful results given the time and money available. 

 
The advisory group confirmed that it was content with the choice of projects.  The projects are to 
update flood risk projections for the Devolved Administrations; update projections of 
supply/demand deficits for water availability across all sectors; assess the systemic risks to 
ecosystems from climate change; and consider whether high++ scenarios can be developed for 
climate variables other than sea level rise and storm surge.   
 
Sasha also suggested that a submission to NERC’s responsive mode programme on research to 
inform the CCRA on a more long-term basis could be worth submitting. 
 
ACTION 13- Kathryn to contact DECC to sign off MoU on transfer of research funds from NERC. 
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ACTION 14- Sasha to send Kathryn more details of how to apply to NERC’s responsive mode 
programme. 
ACTION 15- ASC to write up project specifications by the end of June and share these with the 
advisory group for comments. 
 

8. Communications plan for the evidence report 
 
The advisory group confirmed that a fairly light touch communications plan was needed, given that 
neither Defra not the ASC are planning a large amount of communications activity around the 
evidence report when it is launched, and because the customer base for the report is small (central 
Government and the Devolved Administrations).  It should contain items such as announcing the 
results of the call for evidence and lead contributors tender; plans for engaging with policy makers 
on evidence gaps; expectation management; and launch plans.  The ASC are also planning a large 
stakeholder event in September to publicise the approach to the CCRA and gather feedback. 
 
ACTION 16- Kathryn and Jon to work up a communications plan by the end of June. 
ACTION 17- Kathryn to organise a stakeholder event for September 2014. 
 

9. Date of next meeting 
 
The date of the next meeting will be in September or early October, after a stakeholder event takes 
place. 


